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Welfare "preferable" to nationalizationEE
of pollution control equipment (to prospective employers) of by the same firm in any desig- process - but the availability looking at the process through 
sufficient to satisfy the not very the labour situation, as it makes nated area, must also be main- of free money to finance such that end of the telescope, and
rigorous standards set (if in- clear in another section of the tained in operation during the a frolic, adds a tantalizing new are quite convinced that if this
deed there ary any at all) same folder earlier quoted, period. (Some of the more dimension to the whole thing, tort of price has to be paid,
locally in the designated region. Under the heading, LABOUR complex provisions regarding as the commercials might put well, that’s that. Although
it is true that, in practice, FORCE, it sets out the follow- payment of installments of the it.) economic “expansion" of the
DREE presents applicants with ing golden statistics: Size of giant - basically, up to 80 per type, and in the context en-
a fairly detailed questionnaire Labour Force: 212,000. Un- cent down, and the rest over noce v“**ed by suck legislation (and
regarding pollution, but the employment Rate (‘66-‘69): 3642 months - would effecti- In many way$- a, DRT, by the prevailing mode of
only hard-and-fast guarantee re- 7.4 per cent”. (It’s always nice vely bind the recipient to DREE grant is even more desirable economic thinking) can be
quired is of meeting or having to have an exact estimate of supervision for up to the latter to a business than steady profits questioned as any sort of sane
met local standards. New Bruns- the strength of the industrial term. Nothing in the Act, how- as such. Itis not taxable.it 0r rational economic goal, such
wick’s attitude to the matter is reserve army at one’s disposal.) ever, extends beyond that per- is not even earned income crjticism lies outside the scope

in the sense that term is used 0f this article, 
in business accounting -- i.e. 
no extra deployment of capital 
(in the way of increased labor,
materials, plant or investment) solving regional economic dis- 
has gone into its accumulation parity in propensity and em- 

grand scale presented by the sjmpiy pQpS Up Qn the left- ployment, within the framework 
. . , ... ... . c t program, are fairly obvious. band sjde 0f the balance sheet of such thinking, the DREE

not only to not interfere with the population is French-speak- |east subtie version would . increase in nroeram has V holes large
foreign corporations, but actu- ing.) And then, “Secondary something like this An r P ^, ,' . * , , ®
„ , , , 6 ’ .. , run someming uxe uut. m fjxed assets, with no corres- enough to drive a twelve-lane

ally to make life sweet for boycotts are relatively unknown estabjjsbed firm, whose finan- dj i;abilitv of anv kind highwav through Its effect 
them, it blandly continues: and the attitude towards auto- . , d was bevond doubt Pondmg liabllltyot anV kmd; highway through, its ettect

’ 7 .. „, cial recora was Deyuilu uuuul> or expense, to be set against can only be to accelerate the
n?a 10nf » an„tPh opnpra’l iminn could move ‘nto a it. Even share (equity) capital, very imbalances it is cupposed
C ^ - frm reg*on’ set UP $h°Pi fulfil al* although it is of course at risk, to correct. Its ramifications
tren v®ry ing 1S Pu * the undemanding requirements js invested on the understanding extend further than outlined 
y f11 i‘h v nimnm Act, sink the DREE ^Qr at jea$t tbe bope) that above. Why keep capital tied
a. e ^ C~ . 1S. m® . . . • t grant *n rea^iïy re saleable and dividends will flow forth from up in machinery and jobs, when 
wage egis a ion w ic s slowly-depreciating equipment, d back to the hand that supplied it may be more profitable to
merely unlikely to cause em- and tben after a safe four
ployers any loss of sleep, but years pull out either from that
will undoubtedly seem to many 
like the Promised Land at last.
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perhaps best exemplified by a But there is more to follow; iod.) 
remarkably brief (but very under “Unions”, we find that 
cogent) statement in its de luxe “The CNTU has only one local
folder hand-out for prospective in New Brunswick." (Sighs of obvi0us opportunities
corporate immigrants. After in- relief that we don’t have any ^Qr perfectly legal rip-off on a 
forming these genfiemen of the of those bitchy frogs to worry 
attractive legislation designed about, even if 40 per cent of

But even at the level of

“Exploitation of Natural 
Rflspnrres:
Legislation exists in New 
Brunswick regulating the 
mining, forest, petroleum 
and most other natural re
sources 
Such legislation is of a gen
eral effect ...”

it. It is unlikely to remain put it in real estate or in 
there for ever, if this does not running a loan company ? 
turn out to be the case. Debt There’s nothing to stop you, 

designated region, to concen- fjnancjng (debentures, bonds, after three years. So much 
trate operations in a better- straight loans) has of course for job creation, 
developed (and thus more pro- tQ bg repajd within a set period 

The only other conditions fitable) area, taking with it the 0p time, and at interest; its 
DREE attaches, with regard to entire DREE grant, either by ^vestment, therefore, must 
labour, are that the recipient selling or trading off the equip- residt not onjy jn profit, but 
of an incentive must “discuss” ment, or indeed by simply jn a sufficiently rapid accumu- tbe 8reat liberal dream, (small 
with Canada Manpower, long- moving it. Either way, the jation of it t0 al|ow for tbe “1" -- its advocates range from
term plans for recruitment and business is that much better sinkjng 0f tbe debt. And some Conservatives with technocratic
training of employees, and off - and also free of any ob- over> Qf course. Nothing, how- 
participate in any Manpower ligations. Of course, there are
programs for employment all sorts of less obvious varia- ever, can quite improve the
counselling, placement, adjust- tions. In the case of mining and health of any balance sheet,
ment or training. A fairly aver
age amount of ingenuity is all 
that is required to get around 
this stipulation, if that should 
prove necessary. It is hardly 
the mots difficult thing in the 
world to discuss employment 
plans; should “prevailing mar
ket conditions” (pesky things! ) 
rear their ugly head, one can
not envisage Manpower doing 
much else than standing po
litely aside while the layoffs 
are arranged, and,then sitting 
sadly contemplating the scat
tered pieces of the latest Hump-

location, or from some otherin the Province.

As far as DREE is concerned, 
of course, the exclusion of 
primary extractive industries 
means the absence, .from its 
concern, of some of the worst 
polluters, such as pulp mills 
and mining.

At the heart of DREE lies

notions, to New Democrats 
bemused by the glittering 
Keynesian machine with all 
those near little levers.) Some
how, with a little bit of carrot 
and a little bit of stick, we can 
nudge those in the business of 
making money,away from their 
serious concerns sufficiently to 
allow for “social adjustment”, 
fuller employment, a rising 
standard of living (but not, of 
course, too rising), and the 
Millenium on the installment
buying plan.

It has to be pointed out, 
particularly in the light of the 
present situation on the North 
Shore, that the categories of 
eligible operations, being set 
under the Regulations (and not 
the Act), are alterable. While 
it would seem from the above 
that DREE could be of little 
relevance to an area where the 
industries threatened are al
most all in the exclused cate
gory, it requires only an Order- 
in-Council to allow assistance 
to these industries, in a chosen 
area or areas, or indeed gener
ally. When we recall that the ty-Dumpty. 
whole of the northern Ontario-
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It is beginning to become 
evident that perhaps reality does 
not work that way. Those 
seriously concerned 
making money have always been

Quebec mining belt is included - 1 aware uof that taCt’ "
as a designated region (but not, —jggggJ the other end of the stick -
of course, the northern Alberta Canadian manufacturers ™v° we»” out of sheïr des-

oilfields), the possibilities and mu$t be gjven reasonable op- Deration see DREE as some
the flexibility of DREE as an portunjty to supply equipment pulp processing, for examp e, tban a sudden influx of abso- , f immediate solution It 
instrument of political mampul- subsidized by DREE - but of it might be even more profitable ,utely free capital The old » -expected of course 
ation (apart from any other course 3niy where it is “com- to use the incentive grant to adagc tbat money makes money .. . tb firm$ concerned will
aspect) become evident. petitive in performance, price finance processing equipment ta|(es on a new meaning, for . at anv such offer Welfare

and delivery". The provision which could be run at far tbe money DRfi£ money makes f th r little rich guys 
is even more hollow than it over capacity and without is in ^solute sense owed u d«riyTfen*k to d«n«r-

Once a grant is forthcoming, sounds, when it is realized that expensive maintenance for as to n0K)ne, and can thus almost ousnotionssuchasnational-
the conditions attaching to its in many cases, where specialized long as was profitable. In sue perform the feat of showing j^tjon,which might even secure
payment are fairly few and or sophisticated equipment is a case, one simply pulls out up in two p|accs at oncc |ts ,n sort's 0f pb$ We can’t have
simple. Within the sort of required, it most likely isn’t v,hcn the equipment is on i s presence makes the business Qf tbat magic unemploy
thinking that generated the made at all in Canada. last legs, or a convenient orest an attractivc proposition for ment rate fading away, or how
Act. they are quite logical. The area has bccn clear*cT’ or fimher investment or lending; wou[d we ever attract industry ?
recipient must register employ- best ores extracted. The profit >jr wjll als0) undoubtedly, be |n fact one couid argue that-
ment «pportunities with Can- - made m the interim could be reflected in better dividends. it wouid be much simpler to
,da Manpower, and mua. give , V" m°H 'Z ®ve ou, DREE g,«,,s. no, in

, preference where possible to The only major requirement the amount of the OREL grant ...... . . , order to keep people employed
local labour. It is unlikely that »n the Act is that the recipient as such. Who cares, anyway if Certainly all this is fairly P forPlav|n
this would be regarded, in the of the grant come up with the it was a free gift to begin with simple and obvious. The trouble - f
case of New Brunswick, as a very number of jobs promised at the (The practice described , scorn- is tha economic expansion ™cm ‘ ^ ^“^Lbute
tricky condition. The govern- tune of application, and remain mon enough - Consolidated- being the declared aim of the - real form of “social
ment at least seems quite in operation for 36 months. Bathurst’s Bathurst mill is by DREE program, many people to a very real term oi
confident of the attractiveness Any other existing plants owned all accounts at the end of this have been mesmerised into adjustment
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